FROM

NOW WE ARE FRIENDS

Oct 3
9:12AM, in front of door, 102 Christopher St, my home: Man in gray suit -- he walks W on Christopher, S side of street.
9:17AM: he gets into car parked outside post office, Christopher & Greenwich, and drives away.
Oct 4
9:25AM, Christopher St & Bleecker, SW corner: Woman in black coat -- she walks E on Christopher, N side of street.
9:28AM: she walks into A&P, Christopher St & 7th Ave.
9:59AM: she leaves A&P and walks W on Christopher.
10:03AM: she enters building, 95 Christopher St.

Vito Acconci, following piece, 1969

Special thanks to Steven Zultanski for writing the “Following Rob” coda of this book.
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I. BENJAMIN KESSLER

Ben Kessler crowed surfed at mgmt, saw phish, the boss, and so on and so
on. bonnaroo '09...epic.
that may be true in general but its really the only adequate adjective here. in
fact, it was so epic virgil was impressed.
=
Who Is Ben Kessler?
I have been an entrepreneur and interested in the web and technology since an
early age. Currently, I am studying Business Administration with a concentration
in Marketing in the Lebow College of Business at Drexel University.
I have proven experience in many fields of marketing including branding,
advertising and public relations. Currently, I am very interested in social media
marketing and blogging. I strongly believe that a brand must have complete
transparency, an authentic and friendly personality and image to compete in the
current marketplace.
I am the co-founder and editor of Unbreaded, an online publication that explores
the craft of fine sandwiches.
I spent this past summer in the San Francisco Bay Area interning at Vivaty an
immersive virtual world startup, and LaunchSquad a technology-focused public
relations firm. Before that, I worked at NeatReceipts (now The Neat Company)
where I began as an intern and the second marketing employee. As the company
grew, I focused on managing all web marketing strategies until I left in 2008.
My interests and hobbies include reading, writing, culinary arts, green
technology, playing and listening to music, watching the Phillies and Eagles and
more.
To learn more about and interact with me, why not say hi? You can find me on
Facebook, Twitter, FriendFeed and LinkedIn.
=
I’m pretty sure I wrote the first review of TweetDeck
It’s late, and I’m roto-rootering my Gmail inbox, archiving, deleting, getting it
nice and clean when I came upon a forgotten little tidbit. In early July, 2008 I

saw a random tweet about a new Twitter application that streamlined the
process of viewing multiple columns of information at one time. No Twitter app
had done anything like this before, in fact there were only a handful of apps out
there, including Twhirl.
I shot an email to their catch-all account, hoping to test the application out, it
was TweetDeck. Turns out that Iain Dodsworth, TweetDeck’s founder, was
literally the sole developer at the time. He gladly hooked me up with a
download link, and we got to chatting a bit more in email. Adam Ostrow had
tweeted that Mashable was looking for freelance writers, and I thought this the
perfect opportunity to send something in. It was never actually published, but I
figured for fun I’d post it here before deleting the email forever, along with a
screenshot of TweetDeck version 0.14b.
And honestly, there’s a very good chance I was not the first person to ever really
review TweetDeck. If you have a link to an earlier review, leave it in the
comments, I’d love to see it!

Enjoy:
technology, social media and more
Check out this video
YouTube
TELLING STORIES=POWER
BEIRUT 17.06.06
THREE CAMERA PHONES
VIDEO IS CHANGING PEOPLE
INTO REPORTERS
INTO COMMENTATORS
INTO DISTRIBUTORS
INTO DIRECTORS
SPOKESMEN
FOR THEIR OWN
LIVES,
BELIEFS.
AND OPINIONS

DONʼT
separate from the concerns
of young people

and outdated
THE GENERATION SEEKS A NEW WAY
TO EXPRESS
+ DEFINE ITSELF

Beyond

race
religion
geography
class

I AM
WHATEVER
I SAY I AM

ON THE INTERNET
MILLIONS ARE TELLING
THEIR STORIES

FROM WEBCAMS
INTO PEOPLEʼS HOMES

THIS IS A NEW PUBLIC REALM
A VIRTUAL COMMUNITY

AB EXPRESSIVE DEMOCRACY

THEY WANT THEIR VOICES HEARD

THEIR OPINIONS FELT

from the chaos
distinct voices appear

ideas

(I think YouTube has already improved politics,
but I think it can do more)

stories

(Like what? Like things I did this summer?)

campaign

(I wrote my name in, and that the true
respect...)

emotions

(Driving down the 29 bend for the last time)

heyʼs

(For one, the Saudi Arabian legal principles...)

experience

(It could lead to people taking more serious
drugs—we now get these disclaimers saying
natural hair extensions used on the model...)

part of it

(Itʼs just real, but at the same time so exciting
and Iʼm so happy to be a part of it.)

BUT IF ITʼS/DEMOCRACY
DO POLITICIANS
HAVY ANY
BUSINESS HERE
IF ITʼS
FREE SPEECH
SHOULD EVERYONE
BE ABLE TO MAKE
A VIDEO?
IF ITʼS PUBLIC
SPACE, SHOULD
PRIVATE
COMPANIES
OWN IT?
ITʼS TIME TO
CONNECT
THE ENERGY IN THE
VIDEO REPUBLIC
WITH THE MAINSTREAM

=
Chat Roulette Piano Improv – amazing
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32vpgNiAH60
Man in the dark with his headphones on
doesn’t want no one to see him.
Sitting up late at night on Chat Roulette.
Girl in the dark how you doing tonight
Were you living in the world, are you feeling all right?
No headphones you got some speakers.
Saw your reflection on the planes of your glasses
And I thought it was some headphones
Sorry I misunderstood the situation
Turn up the contrast and your face got brighter
It’s interesting how screens & cameras are related that way
Now I can see a tiny little bit better
A pro is someone who makes money from what they do
In that sense I am not at all.

My 10 Favorite iPhone Apps of 2008
Since others are giving insight into perhaps not the *best* apps but their favorite, I thought Iʼd
make up a list of my own too. These applications are those that I use the most and highly suggest
you try them out too.
10. Tap Tap Revenge - The first game I ever downloaded on my iPhone and I still play it very
often. The ability to download new tracks and the recently added multiplayer mode make for
never ending fun. If you arenʼt familiar with it, think Guitar Hero for iPhone, where you tap the
notes coming down the fret board to the music. Also see Tap Tap Dance which includes tracks
from Moby, Daft Punk and Justice. [iTunes Link: Tap Tap Revenge | Tap Tap Dance]
9. Facebook - My previous phone was a BlackBerry and the Facebook app for it was horrible. It
was very limiting and didnʼt allow me to easily post comments or write on my friendsʼ walls. The
iPhone version does those things and also adds smooth picture viewing for times when youʼre
trying to stalk someone on the go. [iTunes Link]
8. The Weather Channel - The Weather app that comes loaded on the iPhone is quick to use but
very limited in features. The Weather Channel app lets you store favorite locations and instantly
access hourly and 10 day forecasts. The killer features include daily video forecasts for your area,
detailed maps and severe storm warnings. [iTunes Link]

7. Shazam - Youʼve probably seen Shazam in iPhone commercials on TV. Simply hold your
iPhone up to a song and Shazam tells you the title, artist, album and gives you iTunes and
YouTube links. It wasnʼt until recently that I realized Shazamʼs potential. While driving in a friendʼs
car that was CD and iPod-less we had to resort to listening to FM radio. A particularly annoying
but catchy tune had come on that we just couldnʼt remember the name to - it was bugging us to
no end. “Why donʼt you pull out your suhweet iPhone and use Shazam?” said my friend. I
followed his lead and voila, the gremlin inside the app told us the song was “The Way” by
Fastball. When you need to know the song thatʼs playing on the radio or in a store or restaurant,
Shazam is a must have. [iTunes Link]
6. Evernote - Its creators call Evernote your “second brain” and it is a hands down no-brainer to
use this as your primary note taking app on the iPhone. Text, voice and picture notes are
immediately synced between your iPhone, Evernote.com and the desktop application in Mac or
Windows. Evernote also uses Optical Character Recognition to let you search for text in pictures
you have taken. This makes its great for taking photos of wine or beer labels, or any other written
document you might need for later. Most recently, Evernote added Microsoft Office document
syncing which works particularly well for my college needs. [iTunes Link]
5. Yelp - Yelp is the premiere destination on the web for rating and reviewing restaurants, stores
and more. I typically do not go to a restaurant before looking up reviews on Yelp. That said, this
app uses the iPhoneʼs GPS to show restaurants, bars, stores and more closest to you and will let
you access reviews. You can also click through the address to bring it up in Maps or tap the
number to give them a call. (Honorable mention goes to OpenTable where after looking up
restaurants in Yelp, you can instantly book reservations) [iTunes Link: Yelp | OpenTable]
4. Instapaper - I wrote about Instapaper when it was first released back in January and have used
it regularly every day since. On a normal day, I constantly find interesting headlines but donʼt
have time to read the articles when Iʼm at the computer. With Instapaper, I can click the
bookmarklet in Firefox and it saves the article, allowing me to read it later on the train with my
iPhone. Simple, and to the point. [iTunes Link]
3. Rolando - With Rolando, ngmoco has defined what an iPhone game should be. Use your finger
and the accelerometers to help these cute little guys get through treacherous yet fun platform
levels. If you are hesitant about paying the $9.99 to purchase the game, you might want to wait
for a price drop but these videos might change your mind. [iTunes Link]
2. Pandora Radio - Internet radio at itʼs finest. Start with an artist or song that you like and
Pandora will play music catered to your tastes. Rate songs with a thumbs-up or thumbs-down to
further define what you want to hear. If youʼre bored of your personal music library like I am, this
is the app for you. [iTunes Link]
1. TwitterFon - Some may say I tweet too much. You guys can blame it on TwitterFon. Despite itʼs
simple design (compared to Twitterrific or Twinkle), TwitterFon is the most efficient and packs the
most features of any free Twitter application. Besides the built-in web browser, and automatic
URL shortening with TinyURL, there are separate tabs to view your friends timeline, replies and
direct messages. You also have the ability to view usersʼ profiles and follow them right within the
application. [iTunes Link]
“Our family doesn’t have a TV anymore. We have five laptops at the dining room table
and we all watch whatever we love.”
—Amazing quote from a recent focus group. (via moth)

=
Since Philly blog Unbreaded launched its sandwich crusade earlier this year, co-founders Ben Kessler and
Jeff Vogel have been getting noticed by foodies all over the city. CityPaper’s MealTicket sought their
sandwich sage, and Phoodie.info served them up a cold dish. When we called Kessler Sunday afternoon,
we found that their stake (pun unintended but appreciated in hindsight) isn’t ending in Philly.
The co-founders are attracting interest from sandwich aficionados across the country, and have plans to
expand to other cities. Unbreaded was featured on Philly’s Thrillist this morning, and the creators have
been chatting with a national magazine editor; about what, Kessler won’t let on. But we can guess the
conversation wasn’t about with-Whiz or without.
Kessler and Vogel got the idea for Unbreaded from sites like Digg, where user-submitted sandwiches that
test the limits of white bread are popular, and Hamburger Today, a vegetarian’s worst nightmare. They
liked what they saw—and not because they were hungry. They decided Philly’s sandwich culture needed a
voice. And what better timing? As Kessler puts it, “sandwiches are the ultimate recession meal.”
This isn’t the first venture Kessler has set forth on. He recalls that when he was a young teen, he attempted
to make an online video game store before there was such a thing. “When I tried to [have distributors ship]
video games to me, distributors would ask ‘what’s your business tax ID number?’ I didn’t even know my
social security number. I was just way too into technology.”
Kessler found himself years later still interested in tech and trying to harness his writing talent as a
marketing student at Drexel, where he is currently a senior. He landed an internship with Center City-based
The Neat Company handling web marketing, where he met Unbreaded’s co-founder Vogel. Both men
watched the company, which produces and markets consumer scanners for things like receipts and business
cards, blossom from 10 employees to more than 150. Over the summer, Kessler set forth for San Fransisco
and worked at a private technology PR firm, who dished out relations for Evernote, a popular online
notekeeping platform, among others.
Having been surrounded by technology for so long, hacking together a Wordpress install for Unbreaded
was cake for the young marketer. Cake? Maybe grilled cheese. As it turns out, people love sammies.
Kessler says he was surprised by a 3-page e-mail from one fan, and the site boasts an active dialogue on
Twitter. Users may not like sharing their lunch, but they don’t mind sharing details. “Sunflower seed butter
on whole wheat sandwich bread,” said one user. “Museum Deli! $3.79 for ham & cheese on wheat,”
another told Unbreaded.
Kessler says they’d like to keep expanding Unbreaded. What’s in store? They hope to have sandwich
showdowns between restaurants (”What’s the best of the five best roast pork places in Philly,” Kessler
asks), traveling correspondents, and neighborhood sandwich beat reporters. The Unbreaded crew would
also like to see more user-generated content that can drive the site.
Kessler jokes that what he really wants is a deal with the Food Network. “Hopefully someone will fly me
around the world like [Zane Lamprey, host of Have Fork Will Travel], to eat sandwiches.”
We’re rooting for you, Ben. But if you end up in Italy, skip the sandwich for Europe’s finest dining. Or at
least grab a Panini in an outdoor cafe.
Each week, Technically Not Tech will feature people, projects, and businesses that are involved with
Philly’s tech scene, but aren’t by definition “technical.” Hopefully there will be more sandwiches involved.

=

A Little About Me
I have always loved music. I find it inspiring, moving, fun, a great creative outlet,
and an absolutely essential part of my life. I love helping people learn to play
their instruments and helping them discover what music can add to their lives.
I have degrees in Music Education and Trombone Performance from the
Lawrence University Conservatory, and have taught private lessons on many
different instruments in Illinois, Wisconsin, and California. I have spent the last
several years in the San Francisco bay area, working for Apple computer as an
audio test engineer, manager, and sound designer. While in the bay area, I
also taught lessons, played with several bands, and did a fair amount of sound
engineering, mixing and production. My wife Leah and I recently moved to the
Saline/Ann Arbor area, which is where she is originally from.
I look forward to meeting you and playing music with you!
Ben
=
Are you tired of being confused with that other Ben Kessler? Are we really all just
the same person? Thought I'd start a group and see what we have in common.
Which Ben Kessler am I?
Who I am: A music teacher, composer, arranger, mixing engineer, sound
designer, and multi-instrumentalist from Saline, Michigan. I graduated with
degrees in Music education and Trombone Performance from Lawrence
university. I've been in many bands, including the Chill E. Palmer Project, J.
Edgar Nation, and the new green. I worked at Apple for a number of years.
My website is http://www.bkesslermusic.com
Who I'm not:
The owner of benkessler.com.
The owner of benkessler.org.
A graphic designer.
A football player who gave a controversial speech at St. Thomas University.
A singer/songwriter who plays guitar.
Kessler on twitter.
A director of media at Princeton.
Where I grew up
Rock Island, IL

Places I've lived
Rock Island, IL; San Francisco, CA; Appleton, WI
Companies I've worked for
Apple
Schools I've attended
Rock Island High School, Lawrence University
=
Benjamin Kessler
Political Campaign Contributions
2000 Election Cycle
Contribution Totals
Download all contribution records for this person
from 1999 to present
To a Spreadsheet or Other File Type
2008 Transaction Count/Amount
0/$0
2006 Transaction Count/Amount
0/$0
2004 Transaction Count/Amount
0/$0
2002 Transaction Count/Amount
0/$0
2000 Transaction Count/Amount
1/$2,000
Download all contribution records for this person
from 1999 to present
To a Spreadsheet or Other File Type
=

Hello Again!
Due to some bad circumstances last summer (crazy SUV drivers), the racing
season had to be put on hold (though Ben did get some awesome Crit results
early on in the summer). We plan on racing/riding again this year and adding
to our roster. Check back for more info in the upcoming weeks.
-Sam
.

Humanaut Stuff

.

No Comments yet

Ben takes 5th & 6th at ACA Crit Series
Ben Kessler has been doing very good in the Tuesday night C races down at

the Washington Oval. Last week he won the chase group sprint and placed
5th. Tonight he placed 6th after coming from behind due to a crash. Congrats
Ben! Keep up the good work!
0.

Humanaut Stuff

0.

No Comments yet

Humanaut T-shirts have arrived
Contact Sam, Ben or Aaron if we haven’t contacted you yet
.
0.

Humanaut Stuff
No Comments yet

Humanaut takes on NRC
This past weekend involved mapping out the teams race schedule for the first
part of the summer. Humanaut will be hitting up almost every major NRC
cycling event in the Northeast. These event include:
.

Wilmington Cycling Classic

.

Bike Jam

0.

Fitchburg Longsjo Classic

0.

Tour de Toona
We are pretty pumped up and hoping to capture some big wins in the Cat
3/4 races.

0.

Humanaut Stuff

0.

No Comments yet

0.

Results: Mingo Creek Spring Road
Race #1
Sam Kessler participated in the Mingo Creek Road Race this past weekend.
The race was held just outside of Mingo Creek Park in Washington, PA. Sam’s
report of the race went something like this: “I need to ride my bicycle up
more hills, more often” Sam K: 14th place Ben K: Asthma attack induced by

hills + cold Ben will be taking a break this weekend because his voice is still
suffering from this past week. Meanwhile, Sam says he will once again
attempt to achieve something in the Top 5.
0.

Humanaut Stuff

0. No Comments yet

. =
0.
0.
0. Race Results for Benjamin Kessler
Racing Age 20 from Pittsburgh, PA
Place Name

License

Time

Bib

Team

05/20/2008 - ACA Tuesday Night Criterium Series - Criterium - Cat
4/5
7
Benjamin Kessler 245544
Humanaut
05/20/2008 - ACA Tuesday Night Criterium Series - Criterium - Cat
4/5
7
Benjamin Kessler 245544
Humanaut
05/13/2008 - ACA Tuesday Night Criterium Series - Criterium - Cat
4/5
2
Benjamin Kessler 245544
Humanaut
05/06/2008 - ACA Tuesday Night Criterium Series - Criterium - Cat
4/5
7
Benjamin Kessler 245544
Humanaut
04/22/2008 - ACA Tuesday Night Criterium Series - Criterium - Cat
4/5
6
Benjamin Kessler 245544
Humanaut
04/15/2008 - ACA Tuesday Night Criterium Series - Criterium - Cat
4/5
5
Benjamin Kessler 245544
Humanaut
08/06/2006 - Zoar Road Race - Road Race - Cat 5

21

Benjamin Kessler 245544

429

=
Report missing or incorrect license numbers
Index of Persons
Benjamin KESSLER (30 Mar 1802 - 29 Jul 1890)
Benjamin L. KESSLER (____ - ____)
Daniel KESSLER (____ - ____)
Edith B. KESSLER (24 Aug 1877 - ____)
Elizabeth Ethel KESSLER (4 Jul 1828 - 29 Jul 1912)
Howard Marshall KESSLER
John W. KESSLER (____ - 20 Apr 1908)
Minnie Frances KESSLER (1871 - ____)
Tamara Lynn KESSLER
Benjamin KESTER (____ - ____)
Jennings KESTER (____ - ____)
James Roy KESTERSON (1889 - ____)
George KESTLER (____ - ____)
C. William KESTNER (ABT 1885 - ____)
E. N. KESTNER (____ - ____)
Elmer KESTNER (____ - ____)
Florence KESTNER (____ - ____)
Phebe E. KETCHAM (17 Aug 1773 - 11 Jan 1852)
Chrisa Genola KETCHIE (16 Nov 1904 - ____)
James Darius KETCHIE (3 Sep 1906 - ____)
Janie Pauline KETCHIE (15 Jan 1909 - ____)
Luther Thomas KETCHIE (____ - ____)
Alva K. KETCHUM (4 Jul 1808 - ____)
Cecil F. KETCHUM
Charles P. KETCHUM (1839 - ____)
Deborah KETCHUM (ABT 1693 - 1738)
E. Miranda KETCHUM (1842 - ____)
Edward KETCHUM (ABT 1590 - ____)
Elizabeth KETCHUM (ABT 1683 - ____)
Frank KETCHUM (1863 - ____)
Fred L. KETCHUM (1865 - ____)
Frederick W. KETCHUM (1833 - ____)
Hannah KETCHUM (1687 - BEF 1749)
James KETCHUM (1773 - ____)
James Bevier KETCHUM (22 Nov 1814 - 20 Feb 1851)
John KETCHUM (ABT 1689 - ____)

UP (Ray Preston KARRIKER - Callie May KIKER )
BACK (Donald KERNS - Arthur KESSLER )
NEXT (Joseph KETCHUM - Homer KEY )
SURNAMES
HOME
=

Portrait & Biographical Record of Montgomery, Parke & Fountain
Counties, Indiana (Chicago: Chapman Brothers, 1893) p 517
Benjamin KESSLER, an excellent citizen honest, industrious and upright in all
his dealings wit his fellowmen and at one time a prominent agriculturist of
Montgomery Co In passed to his rest, leaving behind him a large circle of
relatives and friends to mourn his loss. By the death of our estimable subject, the
county was deprived of a firm supporter of its local interests and an earnest
advocate of truth and justice. Training up his family to habits of industry, and
guiding them into paths of self reliance and independent gained by manly toil,
Mr. Kessler has given to the western country as representative tillers of the soil, a
race of sturdy sons and capable daughters well versed in agricultural duties.
Benjamin Kessler was a native of the sunny south and was born in Botetourt Co
VA in 1802. His German ancestors left their father land in the early days of
emigration to America, and found a home and honest livelihood among the
sturdy colonists even then laying the broad foundation of our great republic. In
the War of the Revolution the Kesslers fought bravely and well. Later, in 1812,
they promptly came to the aid of the US and engaged in the final conflict with
Great Britain. The parents of Benjamin Kessler were undoubtedly native sof PA
and located early in Va, where they reared a family of 10 children, an only
daughter and 9 stalwart sons. The father and mother of these children, Jacob and
Elizabeth SHEARER Kessler, were of strong constitution and fine personal
appearance and from them their daughter and sons receive that inheritance of
vigorous health and robust physique for which the whole family were noted.
Through the various vicissitudes of childhood they each passed successfully, all
living to a good old age and marrying in early life, raised up numerous
descendants and worthy citizens. The son, Benjamin attaining to years of
maturity, married Maria MANGUS, who was also a resident of Botetourt Co. Mr.
Benjamin Kessler and wife made their home in their native state and there
became the parents of two children, John M. and Elizabeth who was united in
marriage with Daniel KEENY and resides in Warren Co, Iowa. The mother of
these children did not long survive their birth and died in her native state, leaving
to her husband's care the little ones. Mr. Kessler again married, his second wife
being Miss Elizabeth GRAYBILL. By this union a family of 8 came into the home

circle, all of whom are still living, and all engaged in agricultural pursuits. These
children in the order of their birth are Cather, now the widow of Jacob HINES
(sic - Himes); Solomon of Bates County, Mo; Nathan G, residing in Montgomery
Co; Samuel P, a citizen of Scott Twp, Susan, wife of Samuel C. THOMPSON of
Boone County; Mary; Nan, the wife of William MANGUS; Jacob now living in
Clark Twp. In 1847 Mr. Kessler and his family removed from Va. to Indiana, and
settled in Montgomery Co. Nathan G. Kessler, a prosperous farmer and
progressive
resident of Montgomery County, who held the official position of Town Trustee
six years was also Supervisor and has occupied other public offices of trust with
honor and ability. He has been a constant dweller in the county since he
journeyed hither with his father about 45 long years ago. Born in the Old
Dominion in 1838 he was but a boy of 9 years when he arrived in Indiana and and
in the public schools of his neighborhood received his education. Surrounded by
his brothers and sisters he grew to manhood and in 1866 was married to Miss
Mary E. HARSHBARGER, a lady of intelligence and ability. Mr. and Mrs. Nathan
G. Kessler have a family of 7 interesting young people. One died in infancy and
the others have arrived at early manhood and womanhood. Their names are
Louie L; Samuel Benjamin; William Harry; Sadie A; John Milton and Salome E.
The homestead is pleasantly located and finely improved. Mr.Kessler has 360
acres of valuable land all int he townships of Union and Scott. This gentleman, a
worthy son and descendant of his father, the subject of this sketch, votes as did
his father before him the Democratic ticket and in the various position sof official
trust connected with the town, has ever exhibited the sterling traits of character
which distinguished his father's entire life.
Page 770
BENJAMIN KESSLER, Auburn, Illinois, was born in Beloit county, Virginia,
December 28, 1803, son of Benjamin and Margaret (Clare) Kessler; father of
German descent, and born in Maryland, and mother of Virginia; were married in
Virginia where they reside; family of twelve children, eleven of whom lived to be
men and women' father was a farmer, lived and died in Virginia, and mother died
in Virginia. In 1827, left his native State for the Sangamon country, having heard
much of its broad prairies; also, having an uncle who was living here by the name
of David Kessler, who died while they were on the road to the State. After
arriving, he hired out by the month for $10, and worked one year for that wage.
In September, 1830, married Mary Ann Wallace, daughter of James and Annie
Wallace, nee Duill, who came from South Caroline in 1822, and located in
Auburn township, one mile south of where Auburn now stands. She was born in
Nova Scotia, October 18, 1812. In September, 1880, they had their golden
wedding, having lived together half a century. There was a large concourse of
people and they were recipients of some valuable presents, among which were a
gold-headed cane, and an easy chair. Their family consisted of seven children, all
of which are living, Margaret J., James H., Harriet E., David F., Mary A. and
Benjamin L. Soon after coming to the State, purchased sixty acres of land, where

Mr. Charles Rauch now lives. He afterwards sold and purchased other lands, and
at one time had between seven hundred and eight hundred acres. Mr. K. is one of
the pioneers of the county, and has lived to see it pass from a wild, uncultivated
wilderness to a thickly and densely populated county.

II. BENʼS FRIENDS

DANIEL BURKE

ABOUT ILLUSION OF SAFETY
FALLING FALLING FALLING
IMPRESSION ILLUSION OF SAFETY INTREPIDLY CHARTS THE TERRA
INCOGNITA WHERE SOUND, SILENCE, NOISE AND MUSIC INTERSECT.
USING CONVENTIONAL INSTRUMENTS, SOUND GENERATING DEVICES AND
RANDOM OBJECTS, IOS HEWS SONIC SCULPTURES THAT DELIBERATELY
PROVOKE, MESMERIZE AND EVEN AFFRONT LISTENERS.
OVERVIEW ILLUSION OF SAFETY HAS BEEN THE ONGOING PROJECT OF
DANIEL BURKE SINCE 1983, WORKING WITH NUMEROUS INDIVIDUALS IN
VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF ONE TO 10 MEMBERS. THEIR WORK HAS
BEEN CONTINUALLY EVOLVING, NEVER SETTLING INTO AN EASY NICHE.
EACH COLLABORATOR HAS BROUGHT THEIR OWN UNIQUE PERSPECTIVE
TO THE PROJECT. SINCE 1991 IOS HAVE RELEASED 20 CDS ON LABELS SUCH
AS DIE STADT, SILENT, ODDSIZE, STAALPLAAT, SOLEILMOON, MANIFOLD,
TESCO, OSSOSNOSSOS, AND COMPLACENCY. AT TIMES THEIR WORK HAS
BEEN CALLED AMBIENT, POST-INDUSTRIAL, ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC,
ELECTRONICA, NOISE, SOUND COLLAGE, IMPROVISATION, AND POWER
ELECTRONICS. UNABLE TO CATEGORIZE THEIR WORK INTO ONE STYLE,
EACH RELEASE, LIVE PERFORMANCE, AND SOMETIMES INDIVIDUAL PIECE
OFTEN SHIFTS ABRUPTLY FROM ONE ATMOSPHERE TO ANOTHER.
=
CURRENT POSITION Daniel Burke is currently working with electronic synthesis,
computer composition, and manipulation of historical musical references and
highly amplified handled objects. Burke uses semi-recognizable preexisting
structural elements and rearrangements of the “language of error” to convey
external stimuli and personal internal context. The results are destroyed
music, broken sound, disturbed ambience and the quest for the sublime.
=
transcendence
Soundoferror: You Tube video channel
throbbing gristle, hafler trio, nurse with wound, eno, kubrick, dada &
surrrealism, psychology, technology, music, art, tv, food, pizza, repetition,
pain, nature

Sounds Like Photobucketa fine & pleasant day in the woods, streams babbling,
birds buzzing, lovers cooing, leaves shifting in the gentle breeze, when
suddenly out of nowhere a massive cacophonous grindingly destructive machine
falls directly in front of you opening up a gaping chasm in the earth that sucks
you and the whole universe behind you to a glorious yet surprisingly peaceful
climax............and there, in the distance may be some music drifting in from
the edges of consciousness..... or we could be dancing to the apocalypse. you
decide. its up to you.....isnt it
=
Stem Cell Research And Human Cloning
Representative Burke votes YEA
Property Tax Exemption for Disabled Veterens
Representative Burke votes NV (absent)
Taxes for Levee Repair
Representative Burke votes YEA
Fairground Racetrack Authority
Representative Burke votes YEA
State Lottery Privatization
Representative Burke votes YEA
Support Horseracing through Riverboat Gambling
Representative Burke votes YEA
Extending Parental Health Insurance to Unmarried
Representative Burke votes NV (absent)
Agreement Among the States to Elect the President by National Popular Vote
Representative Burke votes YEA
Allowing Teachers to Conduct a Silent Reflection
Representative Burke votes YEA
Internet Screening in Public Libraries
Representative Burke votes YEA
Truck Speed Limit Increase
Representative Burke votes NAY
=

Representative Daniel J. Burke (IL)
Key Votes Speeches Ratings
Photo for Representative Daniel J. Burke (IL)
BiographicalVoting RecordIssue Positions
(Political Courage Test)Interest Group RatingsCampaign Finances
Complete Contact Information
Current Office: State House
Current District: 23
Party: Democratic
Recent Key Votes
Prohibiting Text Messaging While Driving (Yea)
Expanding Red-Light Traffic Camera Enforcement (Yea)
Impeachment of Governor Rod R. Blagojevich (Yea)
2009-01-14 - Vote to pass a resolution that reaffirms the actions of the House of
Representatives upon passage of HR 1671 which formally impeaches Rod R. Blagojevich

KEVIN BUSCHMANN

Kevin Buschmann
Regional Sales Director, Premier Client Group, AT&T Mobility
Greater Chicago Area
* Contact Directly
* Get introduced through a connection
Current
* Area Sales Director at AT&T
Education
* Texas Tech University - Rawls College of Business
Kevin Buschmann’s Experience
* Area Sales Director
* AT&T
(Public Company; 10,001 or more employees;

Telecommunications industry)

Currently holds this position
Kevin Buschmann’s Education
* Texas Tech University - Rawls College of Business
1985 — 1991
=

Email Strategy Web Services
Director Global Delivery Center IT Architecture & Strategy
Executive Vice President National Wireless Operations
Executive Vice President, Mobile Multimedia Services
VP of Messaging
National Account Manager
Project Manager
Executive Vice President -National Operations
VP Supply Chain Operations
Territory Account Executive
Vp, Technology Architecture & Standards
VP AT&T Wireless Marketing
Executive Recruitment
V.P. Subscriber Device (handset) Requirements
Sr. Director, Enterprise Service Quality
Enterprise Business Development

=
Cherrywood Wednesday Night Men's Golf League
Team Standings and Money Winners
Final Standings
FINAL STANDINGS
Jim and Red
Bill Jr. and Brad
Dan and Kevin
Jared and Jeff
Eric and Mark
Bill Sr. and Kevin
Matt and Andy
Ray and Bruce
Rob and Josh
Ken and Don
Terry and Don
Fred and Scott
Bill and Paul
Dee and Mark

Closest To The Pin
Hole 4
Hole 8

Dan Freeman
Jared Dryer

$8.00
$8.00

Skins
Hole 1
Hole 2

Jim Cousino
Jared Dryer

$7.50
$7.50

Betsy's Box
Hole 3
Hole 5

no one
no one

Jim Cousino
score card playoff

Handicaps
RED DIVISION
1R

2R

BLACK DIVISION

Terry Shadle

5

Don Hughes

10

Eric Bretz

1B

3

Scott Mills

9

Fred Mills

10

2B

4

Jared Dryer

Mark VanderPoel 8
3R

4R

Dee Underwood 7
Mark Pittner

8

Ken Houstin

10

Jeff Germain
3B

4B

Don Quertinmint 14

5R

6R

7R

3-Sep

Bruce Germain

5

Ray Worman

6

Brad Buschmann 4
Bill Dryer Jr.

5

Kevin Freeman

3

Dan Freeman

7

Schedule of Play
FUN NIGHT

5B

6B

8

Rob Hendrickson 9
Josh Hendrickson

9

Kevin Buschmann

2

Bill Dryer Sr.

10

Jim Cousino

4

Red Herman

7

Paul Herman

12

Bill Dombrowski 15
7B

Matt Fojtik

5

Andy Laidlaw

10

TINA DIVIDOCK

Hattricks In House League
Report Date: 06/04/2008

Last Match Results
SIC EM

8

Drunken Monkeys 8

| Drunken Whores

6

| CockRing HotPocket 6

Finals Match – 6/10/2008
SIC ‘EM v. Drunken Monkeys, Board 3 (Sic’em is HOME)
Most Improved Players - Cricket
-------------------+--------------------+------+-------------+
Player

| Team

| MPR

| Improvement |

-------------------+--------------------+------+-------------+
SHERI LANDES

| Drunken Monkeys

| 2.00 |

0.85 |

VICTOR DONHAUSER

| SIC EM

| 3.00 |

0.61 |

ED SCHNELL

| Drunken Whores

| 3.00 |

0.57 |

ED REBSTOCK

| SIC EM

| 3.77 |

0.28 |

JESSICA MATTHEWS

| CockRing HotPocket | 2.00 |

0.17 |

MELANIE SNYDER

| Drunken Monkeys

| 1.69 |

0.14 |

TRACY STOTTLEMEYER | SIC EM

| 1.17 |

0.11 |

JAMIE MOYER

| Drunken Monkeys

| 2.11 |

0.07 |

BILL GREDICEK

| CockRing HotPocket | 2.46 |

0.04 |

-------------------+--------------------+------+-------------+

Player Stats - Cricket, Round 2 Playoffs

-------------------+--------------------+------+-----+------+-----+-----+-----+-----+----+-----+-------+-----+------+
Player
| Team
| 9MR | Whrse | Hat | Rank |

| MPR

| Gam | Wins | AST | 5MR | 6MR | 7MR | 8MR

-------------------+--------------------+------+-----+------+-----+-----+-----+-----+----+-----+-------+-----+------+
ED REBSTOCK
|
1 |
0 |

| SIC EM
0 |
1 |

| 3.77 |

5 |

1 |

2 |

5 |

5 |

2 |

0

BRIAN HAAS
|
0 |

| Drunken Monkeys
1 |
2 |

| 3.72 |

5 |

4 |

0 |

5 |

1 |

2 |

1

0 |

VICTOR DONHAUSER
|
0 |
0 |

| SIC EM
0 |
3 |

| 3.00 |

4 |

2 |

1 |

0 |

1 |

0 |

0

ED SCHNELL
|
1 |

| Drunken Whores
0 |
4 |

| 3.00 |

6 |

3 |

0 |

4 |

1 |

1 |

0

JOHN WILLIAMS
|
0 |
0 |

| CockRing HotPocket | 2.89 |
0 |
5 |

7 |

2 |

1 |

1 |

2 |

1 |

0

BILL GREDICEK
|
0 |
0 |

| CockRing HotPocket | 2.46 |
0 |
6 |

4 |

1 |

0 |

1 |

1 |

1 |

0

JAMIE MOYER
|
0 |
0 |

| Drunken Monkeys
0 |
7 |

| 2.11 |

4 |

0 |

2 |

2 |

0 |

0 |

0

JESSICA MATTHEWS
|
0 |
0 |

| CockRing HotPocket | 2.00 |
0 |
8 |

3 |

0 |

2 |

1 |

0 |

0 |

0

SHERI LANDES
|
0 |
0 |

| Drunken Monkeys
0 |
9 |

| 2.00 |

1 |

0 |

0 |

0 |

0 |

0 |

0

MELANIE SNYDER
|
0 |
0 |

| Drunken Monkeys
0 |
10 |

| 1.69 |

4 |

0 |

2 |

1 |

1 |

0 |

0

CHRIS MILLER
|
0 |
0 |

| Drunken Whores
0 |
11 |

| 1.62 |

4 |

0 |

1 |

1 |

0 |

0 |

0

JOANIE SCHNELL
|
0 |
0 |

| Drunken Whores
0 |
12 |

| 1.53 |

4 |

1 |

2 |

1 |

1 |

0 |

0

TINA DIVIDOCK
|
0 |
0 |

| Drunken Whores
0 |
13 |

| 1.31 |

2 |

0 |

1 |

0 |

0 |

0 |

0

BRIAN SEIDEL
|
0 |
0 |

| SIC EM
0 |
14 |

| 1.24 |

4 |

0 |

1 |

1 |

0 |

0 |

0

TRACY STOTTLEMEYER | SIC EM
|
0 |
0 |
0 |
15 |

| 1.17 |

3 |

0 |

1 |

1 |

0 |

0 |

0

MARNIE ELLIOTT
|
0 |
0 |

| Drunken Monkeys
0 |
16 |

| 1.00 |

2 |

0 |

1 |

0 |

0 |

0 |

0

COLLEEN WASSON
|
0 |
0 |

| CockRing HotPocket | 0.65 |
0 |
17 |

2 |

0 |

1 |

0 |

0 |

0 |

0

0 |

-------------------+--------------------+------+-----+------+-----+-----+-----+-----+----+-----+-------+-----+------+

Most Improved Players - X01
-----------------+--------------------+-------+-------------+
Player

| Team

| PPD

| Improvement |

-----------------+--------------------+-------+-------------+
ED SCHNELL

| Drunken Whores

| 30.90 |

9.55 |

JOHN WILLIAMS

| CockRing HotPocket | 34.34 |

8.50 |

JOANIE SCHNELL

| Drunken Whores

| 17.93 |

3.92 |

VICTOR DONHAUSER | SIC EM

| 27.19 |

3.40 |

ED REBSTOCK

| 29.76 |

2.25 |

JESSICA MATTHEWS | CockRing HotPocket | 16.48 |

1.57 |

GLENN BATES

1.30 |

| SIC EM

| SIC EM

| 20.89 |

BRIAN HAAS

| Drunken Monkeys

| 30.29 |

1.09 |

BRIAN SEIDEL

| SIC EM

| 14.33 |

0.46 |

SHERI LANDES

| Drunken Monkeys

| 15.36 |

0.45 |

-----------------+--------------------+-------+-------------+

Player Stats – X01, Round 2 Playoffs

-------------------+--------------------+-----+------+-------+-----+------+------+-----+-----+--------+--------+------+
Player
| Team
Hat | HstTon | HstOut | Rank |

| Gam | Wins | PPD

| 9DO | 10DO | 11DO | 12DO |

-------------------+--------------------+-----+------+-------+-----+------+------+-----+-----+--------+--------+------+

